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On December 31, 2012, four years after the publication of the 4th edition, PMI published the 5th edition of the PMBOK Guide. This is a major update. It's been over three months, and many applicants have asked me questions about the new PMBOK leadership, the validity of their certification, changes in the PMP exam, etc. The most
frequently asked question is whether they should prepare for the 4th edition of the PMBOK manual or take the test when it changes in the 5th edition. First, please note that the contents of the exam will be updated with guidance on July 31, 2013. So, if you plan to take the exam before July 31, prepare for the 4th edition. However, if you
plan to take the exam on Or after July 31, you can start with the 5th edition. You have more than three months until the contents of the exam change, which is enough time to prepare. Publishers need time to publish updated content when the exam content changes. The most important factor is the inclusion of feedback from examiners in
the curriculum, and this does not happen quickly. The first edition of any book often has typos, errors and errors. Publishers fix them in the next edition. This process takes time. After July 31, it will take several months for the content to align with the exam model and new research resources are always more expensive. So if you want to
become a PMP, I suggest you start preparing now and try the exam before July 31. Now let's discuss the changes in the 5th edition of the PMBOK guide. What's new in the 5th edition of the PMBOK guide? The main change in this new edition of the PMBOK Guide is the inclusion of a new area of expertise - The Project Stakeholder
Management. There are four processes in this area of expertise. In the 4th edition, stakeholder management was part of the area of communication management knowledge. This change is indicative of the recognition of the PMI of stakeholder management. There were five process groups and 42 processes in the 4th edition of the PMBC
Guide; in the 5th edition the number of groups is the same, but now it has 47 processes. These five new added processes: four planning processes have been added to different areas of expertise: planning management, planning schedule management, cost management and stakeholder management. This is consistent with other areas
of project management knowledge. Two communication processes were combined into one; The distribution of information and performance reports has become The Communications Office.Two new management processes have been added: Communication Control and Management Of Management Stakeholders. Two processes -
identifying stakeholders and managing stakeholder expectations - have been moved to the area of management knowledge Parties. Several processes have new names: The Sphere Check has been changed to Validate Scope.Administer Purchase has been changed to control by Procurement.Direct and The project has been changed to
Direct and Management. Some changes to consistency: The update to the draft document has been changed to update the project document. You can find a few minor changes in input, tools, and output methods. This is a brief description of several changes in the 5th edition of the PMBOK manual. Now I'll answer a few questions posed
by several PMP contenders. Frequently asked questions:1 I passed the PMP exam based on the 4th edition of PMBOK. Will my certification be valid when PMI changes test questions based on the new guidance? Yes, your certification will be valid even when the 6th edition is released. PMP credentials are not tied to the PMBOK Guide.
After passing the exam, you PMP. The only condition is to maintain the CCR cycle. To complete it, earn 60 PDUs every three years and report them TO THE PMI. As long as you continue to do so, your certification will be valid regardless of the PMBOK manual. Frequently asked questions:2 I passed the PMP exam based on the 4th
edition of the PMBOK guide. When the exam template coincides with the 5th edition of PMBOK, should I retake the exam, or should I take any test to update my certification? You don't need to retake the exam or attend overcoming courses. You will never have to retake the test as long as you support the CCR cycle. If you are unable to
complete it, then you will have to try the PMP exam again to earn the title. This is the only condition that requires re-fertilization. The PMI summary updates the PMBOK manual every four years to keep it in its current state and bring it into line with the latest industry standards. It's always best for you to keep yourself up to date with the
latest version of the guide. Each new edition brings change. If you have knowledge of the previous book, understanding the changes and implementing them won't cost you much effort. If you are a PMP certificate holder, you can update your knowledge based on the current version of the guide, and if you haven't passed the exam, you
can start with the 5th edition of the guide. I hope you now have a better idea of the changes in the new 5th edition of the PMBOK guide. If you find anything not mentioned here, I ask you to post it in the comments section so others can find out about it. I suggest you refer to page 463 of the 5th edition of the PMBOK Guide (Appendix-X1)
to read about the changes in the PMBOK manual. PMP Issue BankIt is the most popular bank issue for the PMP exam. To date, this PMP Issue Bank has helped over 10,000 PMP applicants pass the PMP exam. __CONFIG_colors_palette__ active_palette:0,config:colors:62516:name:Main accent,parent:-1,
gradients:palettes:name:Default 60, 61) , gradients: __CONFIG_colors_palette__ More PMP Formula GuideIt is the most popular Formula Guide for the PMP exam. If you are faced with with an attempt at mathematical questions for the PMP exam. __CONFIG_colors_palette__ active_palette:0,config:colors:62516:name:Main
Accent,Parent:-1, Gradients: palettes: name: default palette,value:62516:val:rgb (59, 60, 61) , gradients: __CONFIG_colors_palette__ More Academia.edu no longer supports the Internet Explorer.To browse the Academia.edu and wider Internet faster and more securely, please take a few seconds to update the browser. Academia.edu
uses cookies to personalize content, adapt ads, and improve user experience. Using our website, you agree to our collection of information using cookies. To learn more, check out our × Project Management (PMI®) (PMI®) guide since its publication in 1996®. Every four to five years, aspiring PMPs usually get a new edition.
Unsurprisingly, the 5th edition of the PMBOK Guide, published in 2012, has now changed. These updates are in line with project management, which in itself is a developing profession. The current edition of the PMBOK guide is the 6th edition. It was published in September 2017 and has been in use since the end of March this year. That
is, if you were to take the exam after March 2018, you had to pass this 6th edition of the PMBOK Guide.There were professionals who studied and prepared with the management of PMBOK 5th edition. For personal or professional reasons, they could not pass the exam until March 2018, and they may struggle to find differences regarding
the new edition. In addition, there are professionals who have PMP credentials (in previous editions) but want to know about the new changes that came in. General Changes - PmBOK's Process, Knowledge and Processes Group consists mainly of groups of processes, areas of knowledge and processes, as well as related input data,
tools, methods and results (ITTOs). At a high level changes the following. Process groups There is no change in process groups. There are five more Groups.Knowledge AreasE has two changes in the name of knowledge areas. The project's time management has been renamed Project Schedule Management. The Human Resources
Management project has been renamed Project Resource Management. In total, there are still 10 areas of expertise that are shown below. New in bold. Changes to the processTri new processes have been added. They: Project Knowledge Management in Project Integration Management and within the Implementation Process Group.
Implementing risk response in project risk management knowledge and as part of a group of execution processes. Resource management in the resource management project and within the monitoring and monitoring team. One process has been removed. The Close Procurement Process is removed. It operated within the area of project
procurement management knowledge and the closing process team. One process has been moved into the field of knowledge. The Evaluation Resources process within the planning process group has been moved from project schedule management knowledge to project resource management knowledge. Nine processes in the fields of
knowledge and process groups have been renamed. They are marked in the table below.2. Changes - Process Groups As noted earlier, process groups remain the same. You may think that's good news. This is important for exam participants because your performance score occurs in relation to process groups.The number of project
management processes (or simple processes) for process groups, as noted below. Now consider key changes for individual process groups.2.1 Changes - Initiating a group of processes Highlights for changes in the initiation process group are below. Added Processes: NoneRemoved Processes: NoneMoved Processes: No Renamed
Processes: NoneTotal Number of Processes Remain as They Were Previously (Only 2). More details were given regarding the Business Documents. Business documents are documents outside the project. Therefore, the project manager does not create or control them. There are two business documents - Business Case and Benefits
Management Plan.The focus on Business Deal is consistent with the PMI Talent Triangle, as well as the emphasis on the benefits of measuring/managing the project. Business documents are important because they act as a contribution to some project management processes, including how the process initiates group.2.2 Changes -
Planning Process Group Highlights for Changes in the Planning Process Group are noted below. Added Processes: NoneRemoved Processes: NoneMoved Processes: Resource Evaluation Process Has Been Moved From Knowledge Management To Resource Management Knowledge Management. Renamed Processes: 2The Process
Human Resources Management Plan in Resource Management Knowledge is now the Resource Management Plan as a team (person) and physical (non-human) resources are considered. The stakeholder management process in stakeholder management is now a stakeholder engagement plan as you do not directly manage
stakeholders but manage engagement with stakeholders. The total number of processes remains the same as it used to be (only 24). In the field of resource management knowledge, so can be managed by both the team and the physical resources, the Evaluation process Resources is appropriate in resource management knowledge
instead of schedule management knowledge.2.3 Changes - Execution process group Highlights for changes in the execution process group are noted below. Added process: 2Nd Project Knowledge Management process has been added to project integration management knowledge. Risk Response Processes have been added to the
project risk management knowledge. Remote Processes: NoneMoved Processes: None Renamed Processes: 4The quality assurance process has been renamed the quality management in the quality management of project knowledge. The Acquisition process was renamed Acquisition of Project Resource Acquisition. The project team
is currently managed only by the Project Resource Management Management Management Team. The term project is implied here. The design team is currently the only development team in project resource management. The term project is implied here. The total number of processes has now increased by 2 (only 10). An important
addition to the integration management knowledge process is the Project Knowledge Management process. The key result here is the Lessons Learned from the Register. This process also highlights the importance of knowledge management throughout the lifecycle of the project. The Risk Response process has been added to the risk
management knowledge area as the risk response plan needs to be implemented. It used to be in the process of controlling risks, which was a really difficult moment trying to understand the content. Resource management processes have changed because both command and physical resources are now being viewed together. For
example, instead of the Project Acquisition Team process, it is now explicitly referred to as Resource Acquisition. The name quality assurance has been changed to quality management because project management as a profession is more focused on quality management through a quality management plan. The quality management
process is also expanding in scope to include aspects of product design, aspects of process improvement, and the previous aspect of quality assurance.2.4 Changes - Monitoring and control of the Group ProcessThe highlights for changes in the monitoring and control of the team process are noted below: Added Processes: 1I Resource
Control has been added to the project resource management knowledge. Remote Processes: NoneMoved Processes: None Renamed Processes: 3I Process Control Communications has been renamed the Communications Monitor in the Communications Management Project. The Risk Control Process has been renamed Monitor Risks
for Risk Management Knowledge Process Process Stakeholder engagement is now monitoring stakeholder participation in the project's stakeholder management. The total number of processes increased by 1 (12 in total). The Resource Control process has been added because now physical resources are also being considered (in
addition to human or team resources). You will control these physical resources. The processes of Control Communications, Control Risks and Control Stakeholder Engagement in the previous edition are renamed because they are mostly controlled rather than controlled.2.5 Changes - Closing Process GroupThe most highlights for
changes in the closing process group are noted below. Added Processes: NoneRemoved Processes: 1 Close Purchase Has Been Removed from Procurement Management Knowledge. Transferred processes: No process has been renamed: no total process number has currently been reduced by 1 (total 1). With just one process, it is
still called the Process Group because organizations may have their own additional processes to close projects or phases or to close contracts. Procurement closures take place as part of the Procurement Control process in procurement management knowledge, but the formal completion of contracts takes place as part of the Close
Project or Phase process in the area of integration management knowledge. Confusion may arise regarding the closure. Thus, several important notes about Close Purchases have been deleted. It has been found that worldwide PMs usually do not close, and someone from the contract/procurement or legal team does so. Hence its
removal. Contract closures can occur many times in the lifecycle of a project or in a project that has several stages. However, the project or phase closes once at the end. In addition to administration, communication information and records also went to the Process Close Project or Phase!2.6 Summary of Changes - Process GroupsI've
delivered a summary of these changes for process processes in the process groups below. This will help you get information quickly in one snapshot. Changes - Areas of knowledge, as noted earlier, two areas of knowledge have been renamed. The project time management has been renamed the Project Schedule Management
knowledge area. According to the PMI, Project Time Management has been changed to Project Schedule Management to reflect that the project schedule is determined and managed during the project while the time is not managed. The Human Resources Management project has been renamed Project Resource Management.
According to the PMI, both team resources and physical resources are considered. Thus, the management of the project's human resources has been changed to the management of the project's resources. Most changes have occurred in the first part of each area of knowledge. Four new sections were added to each. They: Key Key
Many of these concepts have been there before. However, in the 6th edition they were consolidated. In many cases, they have improved and in some cases changed. Trends and new practices: As the project management profession evolves, trends and practices develop. This section attempts to address them. Review: Because each
project is unique, the demand or requirements for each project are unique in terms of project management. You don't need to monitor all processes, all ITTOs, enterprise environmental factors (EEFs), or organizational process assets (OPAs). Rather, you're setting up what's best for your project. It's tailoring. It has been added for every
area of knowledge. Consideration of flexible/adaptive environments: Flexible or adaptive approaches are currently at the top in many industry verticals. Thus, the PMBOK guide includes what happens if you work with adaptive approaches. Changes - Tools and methodsBridge tools and methods are now grouped. There are six possible
groups. The grouping is based on intent (i.e. what the tool or method has to accomplish). Tools and methods that cannot be grouped are mentioned individually in processes. Group Tools and Methods: Data Collection: The goal is to collect data from a variety of sources. Examples are brainstorming, interviewing and benchmarking that
you would see in the PMBOK 5thData analysis: The goal here is to analyze the data you've collected. Examples include cost-benefit analysis, cost analysis, and Make-or-buy analysis. Most of them have already been there in the PMBOK 5thData representation: The goal here is to display or submit data in various forms. Examples are
Flowchart, the control chart and the PI matrix that you would see in PMBOK 5thDecision-making: It is used to select course actions from different alternatives. Examples are the analysis of decisions and voting on multicriteria. This was also the case in a previous edition. This is somewhat new, but has been seen in the 5th edition of
PMBOK as feedback and/or nonverbal communication. Interpersonal and Team Skills: This is used to effectively conduct and interact with stakeholders and team members. You should have seen most of them in the previous edition. Examples include negotiation, team building, active listening, etc. Many of them were included in the
previous edition. Ungrouped tools and methods: Known examples are prototypes, risk categorization, and wave planning. New are planning Burndown Iteration charts, Prompt list, etc. 5. The impact on the PMP ExamThe PMI-PMP exam is primarily based on the Exam Content Scheme, popularly called ECO Vcrats. IVF Exam topics that
will be covered, the domains of PMP applicants will be tested on, tasks in the field, knowledge and skills that applicants need to know. It also indicates what percentage of questions will come from which domain. Domains are known as the process groups in PMBOK Guide.In 6th edition, ECO has not changed. Thus, the percentage of
questions coming from domains or process groups remains unchanged. The number of questions from each performance domain shows proportions. The PMP exam stays pretty close to it, but you can expect a few options. If you are preparing for the PMP exam, refer to ECO and simultaneously PMBOK Guide 6th Edition, along with
other guides and materials covering the latest edition of the PMBOK Guide.If you PMP, you will be able to quickly understand the changes compared to the PMBOK Guide 5th edition, go through this article. More importantly, if you move from an earlier edition of the PMBOK guide to a new edition, I hope this article will help and guide you
in your preparation. Inquiries: Project Management Guide (PMBOK), 6th edition, Institute for Project Management (PMI) , I want to be PMP: A Simple and Easy Way to Be PMP, 2nd Edition, Satya Narayan Dash (3) Project Management Authority Knowledge (PMBOK) Guide, 5th Edition, Institute for Project Management (PMI) I want to be
PMP: Plain and Easy Way to Be PMP, 1st Edition, by Satya Narayan Image Image Source : PMI® PMBOK® Guide - Sixth Edition Edition pmbok 5th edition free download. pmbok 5th edition vs 6th edition. pmbok 5th edition citation. pmbok 5th edition release date. pmbok 5th edition pdf download. pmbok 5th edition reference. pmbok 5th
edition pdf free download english. pmbok 5th edition table of contents
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